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While human sexual dimorphism is generally expected to be the result of differential reproductive strategies, it has the potential to
create differences in the energetics of locomotion and the speed at which each morph travels, particularly since people have been
shown to choose walking speeds around their metabolic optimum. Here, people of varying sizes walked around a track at four
self-selected speeds while their metabolic rate was collected, in order to test whether the size variation within a population could
significantly affect the shape of the optimal walking curve. The data show that larger people have significantly faster optimal
walking speeds, higher costs at their optimal speed, and a more acute optimal walking curve (thus an increased penalty for
walking at suboptimal speeds). Bigger people who also have wider bitrochanteric breadths have lower metabolic costs at their
minimum than bigger people with a more narrow bitrochanteric breadth. Finally, tibia length significantly positively predicts
optimal walking speed. These results suggest sex-specific walking groups typical of living human populations may be the result of
energy maximizing strategies. In addition, testable hypotheses of group strategies are put forth.

1. Introduction

In recent years a number of key paleoanthropological finds
and reconstructions have pushed into the forefront ideas
of mobility strategies within and between hominin groups
or species. Understanding mobility strategies is important
in order to place groups within a particular adaptive
environment or niche [1]. Distances traveled, time spent
traveling, and group composition of a traveling party all
determine the behavioral tradeoffs that provide the basis
for selection pressures. For example, increasing the speed of
one task, can increase the availability of time for another
task (e.g., tool development [2]). Conversely, if essential
foraging behavior takes up most of the day-light hours,
social behaviors might suffer and group fragmentation may
occur [3–5]. Studies that integrate mobility and reproductive
success clearly show that the energetics of daily walking
influence interbirth-intervals and offspring survivorship [6–
9]. Studies that applied meta-analyses of ongoing selection
in human populations further show a close relationship

between locomotor morphology and reproductive success
[10] and locomotor stress and drops in ovarian hormones
[11]. Furthermore, changes in mobility have consistently
been shown to influence weight loss/weight gain, and
ovarian function and fecundity have consistently been shown
to be particularly sensitive to changes in the metabolic
balance/weight, such that an increased imbalance between
energy in and energy out decreases fertility [12–17]. Such
sensitivities have been shown both in energy-rich, healthy
populations and also in lower body mass, less healthy pop-
ulations. Thus, the speed of moving across a landscape and
the energetic efficiency of mobility must be assessed together
in order to understand the selection pressures involved in
maintaining reproduction and accessing resources across any
series of niche adaptations.

Humans and other mammals have been shown to have
a curvilinear cost of transport (CoT: the metabolic cost to
travel a given distance) relationship with speed during both
walking and running [18–22]. This means that there is a
speed at which the CoT is minimized. In reconstructions
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of mobility patterns and daily energy budgets [23, 24],
assumptions are generally made that all people are traveling
at their optimal speed—the speed at which the metabolic cost
of walking is at the lowest [19, 25–30]. Evidence supports
this general assumption that people (and other animals)
adjust their speed by numerous amounts of physiological
input, including energetic [27, 29, 31, 32], muscular [33, 34],
and thermoregulatory [35–37], so that the speed of travel is
generally near this minimum.

Given the evidence that people walk near their minimum
CoT speed [19, 27–29], it remains possible that size and
proportions significantly impact the speed at which walking
occurs [38–40], and, as such, human populations with
dimorphism may be suspected of either having different
mobility strategies within the group or that part of the
population accepts an energetic burden for walking at sub-
optimal speeds. The extent to which the dimorphism impacts
actual optimal speed and the penalties for each morph to
walk at sub-optimal speeds have not been measured in extant
populations. Here, data on the metabolic cost of human
walking are presented in order to determine the effect of
within-species size variation on the CoT curves. Such data
will allow us to uncover the interactions between speed,
metabolic economy of mobility, and morphological variation
and thus reveal the extent to which different patterns of
mobility may occur within a single population.

2. Methods

Ten men and 10 women (age range 19–35, mean: 23.7 ±
4.1) signed written informed consent forms approved by
Seattle Pacific University’s IRB Committee. One woman was
subsequently dropped from the analysis due to a significant
order effect on her CoT values; the final N was thus 19 indi-
viduals. Full body anthropometrics were collected, including
mass, stature, lower limb length (greater trochanter to
lateral malleolus), bitrochanteric breadth, biiliac breadth,
and biacromial breadth. Lower limb length was further
divided into thigh length (greater trochanter to the lateral
joint line of the knee) and lateral shank length (midpoint to
lateral malleolus). Bitrochanteric breadth and biiliac breadth
were determined by pressing as tightly as possible against the
relevant bony landmarks (some amount of pain was reported
by participants) until the anthropometer ends could not go
any further together; this was done to minimize variation
due to fat or musculature deposition. To get a better sense
of the length of the tibia itself, medial shank length was
also measured (medial joint line to the inferior aspect of
the medial malleolus of the tibia, following [41]). External
measures of thigh length and medial shank length were
converted into skeletal measures following [41], and crural
index was calculated using these conversions.

Each participant was asked to walk around the first lane
of a dirt track twice (0.7 km) at four different walking speeds.
For each speed, a participant was given a different cue: a
slow speed, a comfortable stroll, a purposeful walk, or the
fastest possible walk that could be maintained. The speed
was collected using a stopwatch at every half-lap. The entire

protocol was repeated on three different days within a 7-
day period, with a different randomized order on each day;
all orders were generated using http://www.random.org/ and
then balanced between males and females. Breath-by-breath
oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production were
monitored using an Oxycon Mobile portable ergospirometer.
VO2 and VCO2 were averaged over the final minute of each
walking trial, and mL of O2 and CO2 were used to calculate
Watts following Weir [42]. Cost of transport was calculated
from cost of locomotion by dividing cost of locomotion
by speed. A second-order polynomial curvilinear fit was
determined for each individual’s speed and CoT data. Once
the curvilinear fit was established, the minimum cost of
transport (minCoT) was determined for each individual
as well as the speed at which the minCoT occurred (the
“optimal” speed). These data were analyzed in two main
ways: by using t-tests to compare gross differences between
size groups and also using predictive stepwise regressions.
Models were maintained with a small number of predictors;
in order to prevent any over-extrapolating, each model was
tested for strong individual variation by looking at Cook’s
coefficients and stable beta coefficients [43].

For the t-tests, participants were compared both by
sex and also by size groups in order to assess how much
of the potential differences between the sexes were driven
by size (and not some other physiological factor differing
between sexes). Size groups were determined by taking the
mean anthropometric measure for the group (mass, lower
limb length, or bi-trochanteric breadth) and categorizing
individuals by above average or below average. Independent
t-tests were done to compare the minCoT, the speed at which
the minCoT occurred (the “optimal” speed), and the χ2

coefficient of the curvilinear equation between the different
groups. All anthropometric variables (Table 1) were put into
linear regressions to assess predictive relationships on these
three main variables (minCoT, optimal speed, and χ2). All
statistics were done using PASW, SPSS 18.0.

3. Results

Participant anthropometrics are shown in Table 1. While
males were statistically larger in all anthropometric measures
(P < 0.03), the range of overlap was such that some females
joined “large” size groups, and some males joined “small”
size groups.

Males had faster optimal walking speeds (10.9%, P =
0.019), higher minCoT (23.4%, P = 0.002), and increased
curvature (22.1%, P = 0.276) (Figure 1). The same patterns
were generally true for “bigger” people overall. In terms
of mass, larger-than-average-mass people showed faster
optimal walking speeds (13.6%, P = 0.005), higher minCoT
(30.2%, P < 0.001), and increased curvature (33.3%, P =
0.119). For people with wider bitrochanteric breadth, the
significance values were similar: increased optimal walking
speed (14%, P = 0.001), higher minCoT (20.6%, P = 0.004),
and increased curvature (39.5%, P = 0.067). The same
patterns were generally true for people with longer lower
limbs, though the significance values were reduced. People
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Table 1: Mean anthropometrics.

Anthropometrics
Mean (standard deviation)

Males (N = 10) Females (N = 9)

Mass (kg) 81.4 (11.7) 62.3 (8.1)

Stature (cm) 184.5 (8.0) 166.7 (10.6)

Lower limb length (cm) 87.2 (7.1) 79.4 (7.0)

Crural index 0.83 (.05) 0.78 (.04)

Bitrochanteric breadth (cm) 32.5 (1.4) 30.3 (1.3)

Biiliac breadth (cm) 28.1 (1.7) 26.3 (2.0)

Biacromial breadth (cm) 37.7 (3.0) 34.1 (2.3)
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Figure 1: Data points represent CoT values for individuals at
their self-selected walking speeds. Males show a faster optimal
walking speed (10.9%, P = 0.019), higher minCoT (23.4%, P =
0.002), and a more acute curve (22.1%, P = 0.276) than female
walkers. The vertical black lines that transect the best fit lines for
each sex (red and blue) mark each sex’s optimal speed (1.45 ms−1

for males; 1.31 ms−1 for females) and minCoT (274.7 Jm−1 for
males and 225.4 Jm−1 for females). The female specific equation
for CoT is CoT (Jm−1)= 132.9 ∗ Speed2 (ms−1)− 348.6 ∗ Speed
(ms−1) + 453.8. The male specific equation is CoT (Jm−1)= 178.7∗
Speed2 (ms−1) − 517.8∗ Speed (ms−1) + 649.8.

with longer lower limbs had faster optimal walking speeds
(6.5%, P = 0.183), higher minCoT (23.2%, P = 0.001), and
increased curvature (11.9%, P = 0.352).

In the predictive linear regressions, both mass (P <
0.001) and bitrochanteric breadth (P = 0.036) significantly
explained the variation in the minCoT (R2 = 0.8); neither
sex nor lower limb length remained in the model. The
beta coefficient for bitrochanteric breadth was negative,
suggesting that for a given mass, widening the pelvis com-
pensates for the increase in cost with increasing mass. In the
regression predicting the optimal walking speed, medial calf
length (tibial length) predicted the optimal walking speed
the most strongly (P = 0.006, R2 = 0.364) (optimal speed
(ms−1)= 0.00205∗ tibia length (mm) + 0.5811); sex, mass,
and all other anthropometrics, including crural index, were

removed from the model. If either mass or bitrochanteric
breadth was forced into the model with medial calf length,
none reached significance. Curvature is most significantly
predicted by bitrochanteric breadth alone (P = 0.025, R2 =
0.262). When either mass or medial calf length was forced
into the model, neither remained significant. While all three
of these key variables (mass, bitrochanteric breadth, and
tibial length) are correlated with each other (P = 0.001,
R = 0.7), each seems to explain a slightly different piece of
the variation of the CoT curves. The models with their beta
coefficients are summarized in Table 2.

4. Discussion

4.1. Morphological Findings. As expected, body size shows
a strong relationship with cost of transport (CoT) curves,
and larger people have significantly faster optimal walking
speeds; however, this ability to walk at faster speeds is
offset by increased curvature around these faster speeds
(∼30% more acute). This means that the energetic penalty
to walk at sub-optimal speeds is much increased in larger
people—who are already paying absolutely larger costs to
walk (∼20% increase in cost). A possible means of offsetting
some of this increase in cost may be a wider bitrochanteric
breadth [44, 45]. A growing number of studies looking across
energetics, biomechanics, and muscle activity are showing
the importance of a relatively broad pelvic width during
burdened locomotion particularly [44, 46–48], with a few
also investigating unburdened locomotion (e.g., [49, 50]).
Benefits generally involve the lower center of mass that comes
with a relatively broad pelvis and decreased mediolateral
excursion [51]. The lower center of mass results from having
more dense tissue (bone and musculature) lower in the body;
this is generally a large part of the explanation for why
human females have lower centers of mass (for a given mass)
than males. Increased lateral stability (decreased excursion)
itself has been shown to reduce energetic expenditure [49],
particularly when carrying [44, 46].

Much of the work on stability has been accomplished
within a energetic framework focused on investigating the
small collisions that occur each time the foot “collides”
with the ground. This model [52] is based on a passive
dynamic model of walking in which, due to passive pendular
exchanges of energy, much of the energetic cost for the
system/organism relates to replacing energy lost in step-to-
step collisions of the foot with the ground. Within such
“collisional” models of the metabolic cost of walking, the
focus is on lost energy as the foot hits the ground, and the
energy supplied at toe off needs to restore this lost energy
[52]. When the initial collision and subsequent toe off are
closer to equal in magnitude and of short duration, the
part of the cost of walking that relates to the cost of step
transitions can be reduced [52]. Excursion of the center of
mass (CoM) increases both collisional costs and the amount
of time on one limb, thus increasing the cost of recovering
from the collision as well as the time when one limb must
perform work against gravity [52]; reducing such excursion
can reduce metabolic costs. Increased muscular contractions
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Table 2: Predictive relationships (standardized β-coefficients)
based on linear regression models that explained the most variation
of the three key dependent variables. Other measured anthropo-
metrics were not significant predictors of variation in the optimal
walking curves. Significance is to the P = 0.05.

Anthropometric
measure

MinCoT Optimal speed Curvature (χ2)

Mass (kg) 1.320 N.S. N.S.

Bitrochanteric
Breadth (cm)

−0.530 N.S. 0.512

Tibiae length
(cm)

N.S. 0.603 N.S.

Model R2 0.800 0.364 0.262

SEE 0.004 0.106 0.011

of hip abductors and extensors—shown to be positively
correlated with pelvic width [50]—may speed up these
collisions and thus be energetically favorable by reducing
collisional costs at each step [53]. Specifically, the authors
of [52] suggest that, during collision and rebound of the
stance leg, positive work performed by pelvic muscles (hip
flexors in particular) may accelerate the inverted pendulum
motion, contributing to the forward movement of the center
of mass. The energy of the center of mass motion could
then be stored by ankle muscles and the Achilles tendon
to aid in powering toe pushoff [52]. In other words, this
work of the pelvic muscles accelerates the forward motion
of the body and minimizes step-to-step transitional costs.
Thus, under this model [52], appropriately timed action of
hip and ankle muscles may reduce collisional losses and the
need for force production to redirect the body upwards.
This moderating effect can lead to less metabolic energy use
overall. Furthermore, these actions, when combined with
storage (e.g., in the Achilles), may influence fatigue avoidance
[52] and thus may influence factors relating to speed choice
(e.g., thermoregulatory [36, 54]). Reducing CoM excursion,
step-to-step collisional costs, and fatigue are three key ways
a broader pelvis may reduce overall metabolic costs during
walking.

Since the locomotor system involves a complicated phys-
iological system, understanding the interactions between
energy exchange at the limbs [55, 56], the distribution of
mass across the limbs [57–59], and the importance of soft
tissue (e.g., connective tissue and viscera) to accomplish
positive work and allay collisional forces [60] have all been
leading to a new appreciation of the role of the pelvis in
allowing energetic economy. Establishing the interactions
between bitrochanteric breadth, biomechanics, and energet-
ics of walking all in the same sample should be of great
interest in future work.

The role of tibia length in particular in driving speed, and
thus exploitation of resources, may initially seem surprising,
particularly given the focus throughout the literature on total
lower limb length or even crural index. Lower limb length
and crural index do have some explanatory power predicting
optimal walking speed, when they are both included in a
model; however, the two of them together explain about the

same amount of variation (<40%) with less significant P-
values (P = 0.05) than tibia length alone (P = 0.003) which
would explain how they (lower limb length and crural index)
continually get knocked out of the model by tibia length.
While only one other study has carefully looked at optimal
walking speed and anthropometrics [61], and this study
also found tibia length of great importance, there are few
other studies that have combined morphological diversity
and optimal walking speed in the same study; however, it
seems likely there are numerous reasons for tibia length
to have a crucial influence on the optimal walking speed.
For example, the importance of distal segment length, in
particular, in heat dissipation [62, 63] and the importance
of heat dissipation for energy expenditure (due to preventing
the cardiovascular system in particular from overworking to
maintain consistent core and limb temperatures) [64, 65]
may allow individuals with longer tibiae a higher optimal
speed because they are more efficient at losing heat at
those higher speeds, so their cost is reduced. Additionally,
it seems to be well evidenced that taller individuals, with
longer total limb lengths, will have “proportionately longer
distal limb elements” [66] and thus some of the earlier
findings purporting the importance of total limb length may
actually be driven by the variance of tibia length. Finally,
in studies that compare the contributions of each segment
on stride length (a key variable in the CoT), the length
of the distal segment in particular explains most of the
variation [67], again suggesting it is tibia length that may
drive some of the relationships between cost and lower limb
length.

4.2. Individuals Walking Together. A series of recent fossil
discoveries have shown the diversity of multiperson walking
groups [68–70] and emphasized the likelihood that all
individuals within groups were traveling at the same speed,
despite being of different sizes. Such suggestions in light of
the current study imply that some individuals are incurring
an increased energetic burden for traveling at a speed
other than their optimal speed. There are in fact a series
of options for populations traveling together based on
these findings: either small-bodied (often female) individuals
travel faster than their optimal speed, large-bodied (often
male) individuals travel more slowly, or individuals travel
in size-specific groups. The Tanzanian footprints have only
some evidence for larger individuals walking with smaller
individuals and may represent primarily a mix of women
and/or juveniles walking together [68]. Because females rep-
resent the energetic bottleneck for reproduction, and female
fertility is sensitive to even minimal energetic perturbations
[13, 14, 71], it is unlikely that females would bear the
energetic burden of increasing their walking speed. Pregnant
and lactating females are particularly vulnerable to energetic
strain and are not likely to increase their speed; pregnant
women show steep CoT curves as well as slower optimal and
preferred speeds than when they are not pregnant [72, 73].

The ethnographic literature is varied on how it deals with
daily movement distances of specific populations, giving
time spent traveling as well as rough approximations of
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Table 3: Lower limb bone measures cv .

Male Female Male Female Male Female

Area Population Femur Femur Tibia Tibia Crural Crural Source

cv cv cv cv cv cv

East Africa 0.0625 0.0690 0.0700 0.0673 [92]

Egypt 0.0435 0.0485 0.0497 0.0490 [92]

Egypt Naqada 0.0537 0.0486 0.0559 0.0496 0.0357 0.0219 [93]

Later Stone Age
Southern Cape

0.0503 0.0716 0.0259 0.0250 [94]

Africa Nubia 0.0465 0.0392 0.0617 0.0383 [92]

Pygmy 0.0477 0.0528 0.0635 0.0480 [92]

San 0.0554 0.0498 0.0640 0.0545 [92]

Sudan 0.0714 0.0516 0.0782 0.0676 [92]

West Africa 0.0230 0.0853 0.0402 0.1105 [92]

Arene Candide 0.0394 0.0331 [95]

Anglo-Saxon 0.0532 0.0526 0.0623 0.0552 [92]

Bohemia 0.0447 0.0576 0.0544 0.0659 [92]

Bosnia 0.0508 0.0503 0.0578 0.0568 [92]

England 0.0560 0.0456 0.0681 0.0464 [92]

France 0.0454 0.0462 0.0582 0.0584 [92]

Europe
Germany 0.0525 0.0464 0.0570 0.0436 [92]

Norse 0.0691 0.0528 0.0365 0.0589 [92]

Oleni Ostrov 0.0378 0.0400 0.0490 0.0146 [95]

Skateholm 0.0411 0.0390 0.0494 0.0418 [95]

Ukrainian Mesolithic 0.0390 0.0437 0.0495 0.0262 [95]

Ukrainian Neolithic 0.0448 0.0304 0.0608 0.0406 [95]

Vedbaek 0.0516 0.0351 0.0600 [95]

Vlasac 0.0497 0.0384 0.0755 0.0196 [95]

Ainu 0.0514 0.0409 0.0475 0.0427 [96]

Japan Jomon 0.0449 0.0380 0.0511 0.0465 [96]

Kanto 0.0514 0.0499 0.0576 0.0543 [96]

Australasia Maori 0.0413 0.0379 [97]

Eskimo 0.0514 0.0511 0.0337 0.0301 [98]

North America
Indian 0.0484 0.0491 0.0278 0.0256 [98]

Kwakiutl 0.0668 0.0183 0.0668 0.0406 0.0198 0.0268 [99]

Salish 0.0648 0.0440 0.0577 0.0279 0.0222 0.0247 [99]

South America Tierra del Fuego 0.0370 0.0000 0.0455 0.0259 0.0278 0.0259 [100]

daily travel distances, sometimes by season and sometimes
in annual averages. Suffice it to say, one can approximate
the distances as between 6 and 17 km, with a mean around
15 km [74]. Given the data presented here, this means that
males would travel this distance in about 2.87 hours. Females
would travel this distance in 3.18 hours, presuming they were
walking at their unloaded optimal speed. Women walking
unloaded may not be likely given that most ethnographic
reports of women are that they are generally carrying
children, food, and household items [25, 30, 75] and thus
may be walking around their loaded optimum, which is

significantly slower [72]. If males chose to slow down and
walk at the female unloaded optimum, it would cost them
52 kJ more to travel this distance. Walking with females
at their preferred loaded speeds (consistent ethnographic
reports of 0.9 ms−1) would increase males’ cost 807 kJ which
is nearly 10% of their DEE [76]. This increase is likely
due to the steepness of the male CoT curve which shows
dramatically higher costs at slower walking speeds (Figure 1).
It is possible that the energetic constraints around walking
speeds help explain widespread ethnographic observations of
single sex travel parties, who often travel different distances
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[74, 77–80]. In fact, new work on the Hadza suggests that
sex differences in spatial awareness stem specifically from
the fact that males travel alone and females travel together
[81]. Ethnographic data also suggests that males and females
do spend different amounts of time foraging, with females
spending less time in terms of a daily average [82]; this makes
sense given the energetic findings presented here.

4.3. Speed as a Selection Pressure. For example, if speed is
particularly related to size, and females tend to walk together
whereas males tend to walk singly or in pairs [74], then
females may show less size variation than males, particularly
in those measures that relate specifically to the speed of
locomotion, such as tibia length. This hypothesis can be
provisionally examined by looking at available reports of
size variables among human populations. By focusing on
those studies that report standard deviation measures of
skeletal material (Table 3), and comparing male and female
coefficients of variation (cv), it can be determined that
females do have smaller cv than males in terms of femur
length, tibia length, and crural index, though this reaches
significance only for tibia length (t-test, P = 0.048 for tibia
length; P > 0.2 for femur length and crural index). It could
be argued that this relationship is simply a correlation of
women’s general buffering from times of energetic stress
[83], and, as such, females are going to generally have
reduced variability across size variables; however, studies
of living populations, that include measures of stature and
sitting height (See Table S1 Supplementary Material available
online at doi:10.1155/2012/340493), do not show such
significant differences, nor do females always have reduced
variability. It thus seems that it is particularly in variables of
importance to locomotion that females show such reduced
variation, suggesting a selection pressure on females to travel
together while reducing the energetic penalties for walking
at sub-optimal speeds. This would allow females to reduce
the potential energetic penalty for walking with people of a
different size.

A mobility argument for explaining limb proportions
must be balanced with the understanding that adult limb
proportions are the outcome of both genetic and epigenetic
factors. For example, nutritional dearth during gestation
and/or development can result in decreased [84] or increased
[85] relative lower limb length. Climatic factors have also
consistently shown strong influences on limb proportions
[86, 87]; however, genetics powerfully impact lower limb
proportions [88], even considering short-term environmen-
tal factors such as nutrition and hypoxia [89]. As such, adult
limb length can be viewed as the outcome of a range of
key environmental interactions [90] but heavily impacted by
the cumulative effects of selection, including selection for
mobility [74].

This study thus implies that size variation leads to
variation in the optimal speed of travel by individuals. Speed
differences can be implicated in mobility strategy differences,
and suggests that population movement may vary by each
individual’s size or risk substantial cost increases. If subsis-
tence needs do not ensure division of mobility strategies,

then morphological components may allow an increase in
energetic flexibility (e.g., increased pelvis width). Finally,
any size variation that reduces speed of travel (regardless
of the cause of the variation—climate, nutrition, mobility,
or otherwise) comes with a cost of either reduced foraging
ability or reduced time available for other factors such as
sociality [3], tool development [2, 91], or other innovations.
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